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filIUS

A Man for.A1I Seasons
by Cprtis L Car!er
The film revival of A Mlin for All Seasons at the Esquire Theater is timely. It
provides yet another detail of the fascinating era of Henry VIII in 16th Century
England, which is. so vividly on o~r minds
from the Channel '10 Masterpiece Theater episodes of Henry VIII and Elizabeth!.
Thomas More, Henry VIII's Lord
r.hancellor refuses to acknowledge the

legitimacy of thl< King's diyorce from
Catherine and is charged With treason ..
Paul Scofield creates in More a character
of stature .and -dignity. More, a man of
conscience, walks a delicate line seeking
to be true to himself and also a loyal
subject. . Avoiding the treachery of
Cromwell and the King who would lead
him into outright treason, and .keepin~
,his own counsel, proves to be ImpossIble in an age of absolute monarchy.
In co~trast to the work of Scofield,
Robert Shaw's Henry VIII is very thin.
He comes across as a mindless overgrown
child, totally lacking in stature, intelli-

and depth so well portrayed 'by, 'goldetllion. in the forefront.
Henry in the Masterpiece theater lighting in certain sC,enes is also note-'
series. Leo McKern's Cromwell is more . worthy. This is particularly so of the
sqited to a cheap circus barker ,than to rich tonal gradations in the scenes where
the clever a'nd,complex CfbrnwelL His More appears before the tribunal Itt Richprosecutor's display at the trial cart be. mondPalace. Also striking for visual efcompared to the worst. of television' fectare the final scenes Where More is
courtroom trivia.
condemned. Splendid red gowns of the
.J; On the othc.rh.and,.th.e. ar.tisticqUali< judges and the colorful, multi-shaped
ry of image making in A Man ~o( All . figures in the . courtroom galleries are
- Seasons is exceptionally high. It fraines comparable to SCenes depicted in paintelegant picturesque shots Of gargoyles a-' i~gsof the Flemish masters.
gainst the sky. -There ;u:e truly,magnifi. Despite the excellent photography
cent shots of thekirtg 'sboqls . str~ing' and the acting of Scofield,' the film is not
full speed on the river with the symbolic .' strong for its dramatic qualities.

